
7/7/72 
Dear Js, 

It seems like I took up most of your 7/3! Lil and I enjoyed those letters, so much that 
on retunring home from a trip with enough time to do some needed grassmowing, I'm going 
to answer and write a letter that will not be unpleasant, as most have been. I skimmd 
them but not the clippings just before we left, after Lil read them. She chuckbd much in 
reading Je's of the 2d. With the copout that it is the first, but with the realization 
that after "nasty little streak of male chauvinism" comes "vale chauvinist pigt 

Ning/Ray clips: young Jim Lesar spent about 5 hours liere yesterday. Luring that time, 
aside from brief preliminary conversation and lunch, and a bit of talk while Lil was pre-
paring it, we began the dubbing of my interviews of the week of 5/7, skipping one entirely 
because it isn't relevant to the immediate purpose and just getting done with that with 
John Ray. I think that even after all the hard work he has done drafting the habeas corpus 
thing, which had to draw together in his minf  much of what we know he spent tao months on 
it- his mind had a slight blowing. The defects in some of my letters are sometimes their 
assets. My interviewing is exactly that way but reversed: their assets are what others 
would regard as defects. I lay it all out straight and just chat, encouraging the one I'm 
interviewing to talk. I take the time to listen and tape and the surprising thing, after 
listening to this one interview of which 2 1/2 hours are on tape, is how little I missed 
of the leads that turned up in the chatting. And, natch, I got much we didn't know. Not as.. 
much as I'd 	liked to, but quite a bit. Plus a helluva story on Foreman and for the 
main purpose, preparation of affidavits. Jim will be coming up to do the same thing with 
all the other interviews (he has no choice, he'll not get them any other way) an._ then we'll 
have to go over what I'd accumulated by way of clips and what I've gotten since because 
they provide extensive and important corroboration. I don't think anyone would print the 
story on Foreman I could do, but it would be funny as hell. Jim hasn't heard all if it. I 
have given them dubs I made. Ws discussed each half hour as we did each. So, if these 
are in my files, after the dubbing fat friend Jim will be going over them here (again 
because he'll have no choice) and we can find them then. Or, I can, if you'd like, extract 
all those you want by date and let you have what 1  have. 	 • 

I hope it is not being a male chauvinist pig (aka msp) to comment favorably on feminine 
intuition, as depicted in the suggestion my Times source might not be dependable. That has 
been the easel And I'd have to agree that if time is worth anything, it is better to copy 
than keep lists and worry. it is just that I an so dominated by the need to squeeze pennies 
that I am concerned about the minor expenses of dithers. 

On the Demo gagging, I think this may involve me as an early victim of whatever the 
bunt(Bender)operation turns out to be. I think I've told you about his being at the now-
unidentified literary agency while at CIA and they killed a deal I had set with the SEPost. 
My interest now is much greater!I've raised with Jim the possibility of a suit, as you 
will by now have realized I hinted at pretty strongly to Williams. 

Back to the msp dept: in our early days together, when 11.1 had a regular job and I 
was free-lancing, I did the clipping, indexed them all and also backed them on paper. On 
one subject, I even kept them in notebook, decimated in a futility not a real defense by 
The Hollywood Teh, who returning nothing. Maybe I sent you my letter to Anthony Quinn  
after reading two chapters (giveaway) of his coming (old beautiful) The Original Sin. I 
know I intended asking if you have Dalton Trumbo's address for a similar  purpose. The 
kitchen chores then were also largely reversed. Invariably at evening meals if we were to 
go boating or things like that. 

Gees! I wish I had such translation services as from "legat buts" a few thousand miles 
closer! Incredible! I didn t make it out in reading until translation. 

Jim's on medical. Correct the thinking in the first graph,"ordinary doctors are not • 
equipped to understand the origins and workings of the various causes of what add up to 
medical anxiety." Include shrinks not because they don't understand but because they don't 
communicate and they understand too little and are afraid to go into. In a life in which 
futility has been canionplace, attempting to learn something abodt this from the pros is 
one of the more persisting and hopeless. 

If I didn't go into hyper-ventillation, nudge me. Fatigue is one of the classic 
symptoms. 4't is not real fatigue but can be if one isn8t active :id accumulates a few years. 
MY first recent (there may have been earlier undiagnosed) attadk•

• 
 ventillation was 

initially misdiagnosed as heat fatigue at the;Jhospital. I couldn't bi4 that, not with 



a swimming pool, two air conditioners, etc. Tbis concern may have helped precipitate 
the second, correctly diagnosed. More, the does won't talk. Our records show that anxiety had been diagnosed in both of us and we were never told. I have discovered that in my 
case, with or withou diagnosis, the classic symptoms were noted on the records 2-3 years 
after the onslaught of varmints (military helicopters to all but Lily. Or, about 15 pars 
ago!...When you call your boss a paranoid schizo, it makes me wonder how one can be an 
exec in news today and not develop emotional ills....Jels ulcer of 20 yrs ago:I developed 
one and healed it without knowing I had it, it was discovered by accident and the first 
attack I ever had was from prescribed medication that should never be prescribed for one with an ulcer. Until I figured it out for myself, those were rough days.Once I did, I 
launched into an Hebraic variant of an old Roman bust, eating all the wrong things, drinking as I liked, which was much bht no intoxication, at a festive family occasion, the 50th 
wedding anniversary of a liked cousin. And the troubles disappeared and there was no 
price-paying. alEVER mention doctors to Lill) 

my own doctors never considered switching me from Miltown (xheaper under generic, 
meprobamate) to valium until the doctor who saw me after the second h..v attack said he found it indicated with his patients who use their heads rather than muscles. One can 
almost always have an alergy to some medications. I think for me the valium is a shade better. 

Jim's beginning with Hal:I think you'll have cause when I get to the one on the CIPA. 
It is Jerry POolicoff). He will be reluctant to credit on Gary, but as you 11 see from what I enclosed earlier today, Gary's secondary source was also my work he guaranteed to keep confidential and it was wrong to use anyway. 
Williams is E.B. Thought I'd carboned, but guess I didn't. It is the emo suit. He 

had contacts who should be able to come up with descriptions of Frank Bender and "Bernie", if not pictures, quite possibly Hunt, who I think is Bender, and reason not to believe that the code names were "Eduardo" and "Macho", which is my suspicion. He intorduced me to one 
who wound up producing nothing. He has other sources from the past. Just ask him kot to spread it around that I have tentative identifications, of why he ie asking, even if it is guessed. 

Reason for his being out of things: feeling futility, resentment at reading what 
I'd written about his (he thinks)love I've checked my 6/19 and guess the enclosure told him, a hunch borne out bu the opening. 

UnChristian: attitude comprehensible. Dubious character. I was concerned about this 
before I met him, more afterward, but decided it was worth the risk, there being few 
alternatives. PH then shared suspicions, that early. If you really want to have suspicions, the psycho picked to leak the alleged Mafia contract story, the hit on Garrison, looked 
for Jonn first, resorted to iiarV after Jonn was unavailable. It anyone is really interested, 
his wife, who divorced him, is in Carmel, as I recall, His distance is quite unlike his feelings toward you both as so often expressed to me. 

Three-pager: Smokey Cantor-I was wondering if you'd say the drawing of him in the copy you returned, said to be of him and by an artist, suggested Bremer, as it did to me. 
It is from an unauthenticated source who has fed tantalizing stuff. Eason Show: no further word. Wilco if I can't get them to do it. I have your phone as 388-2426...Look forward to 
your perusal States. Including on recent munitions arrests on which I've noted for you He I'Johrenschildt testimony (h21, I think. 

On The Big Mess, you are right on Howard's reaction. I have tried to continue it that way. I have spent much time on all aspects of this, most on how he comes out of it. He  is 
getting confused as of his last letter, deleted reaching me I suspect because his dad had 
it in pocket. I have not sent you all carbons mostly because they would be too burdensome. 

I have from the first felt that there was no possibility of control but that Wecht was from our point of view worst for several reasons, his eminence in his filed and his sub- sequent unavailability for counter-attack. Since first, as I've had to go over my files, the probability of self-seeking is unavoidable. how there are some real zany tapes of a real Zany Cyril to confound him with. Once Marshall doubleecrossed my Senator friend I knew someone had made a deciasion not in Teddy or our interest and we could not prevent except through the imwobable, Teddy. But this has taken so much time that I've been able to do little with PR and Lil has been feeling so lousy that she has done little checking 
of the index, which means picking up the early adds and the corrections to the point I've 
reached and what she hadn't done. (She's one of the best indexers ever, even if I sound ESP!). 



No chance of candor offending. One of the reason I am happy you can take the time to 
go over so much is your judgement. There is nobody of our years I can consult, nobody 
with experience equivalent ymx to yours(pl—msp). In candor, I must admit that I didn't 

-tstop to think about what kind of approach to take, for a number of reasonsi-I 'suppose-the---  
first is the kind of guy I am. I act in character and write that way. Then I felt there 
was a need for haste, sal I could learn what I could of what had been so carefully kept secret from me and prepare, to the degree one without power can. If I ask Sylvia for an 
explanation oil something like this, I 11 get an apology because she is so busy. I know her 
and  her hangups too well. And her (NOT msp)Svengali influence on the younger. As it happens, the tone of the responses from all three(and I didn't expect three responses) was relatively mild, sort of tolerant from the two males, entirely non—responsive and less than truthful from Sylvia. I don t kno,i if I sent you my reply to that. I was. tempted to send you and Howard hers, but I hidn't, in part because she refers to the taking of 
ampehtamines, prescribed, and her reaction to not having them, she says, when her doctor died. I knowuindependelty that the timing of this death was remarkable, that she got sick when 
she got my letter and didn't open it for a while. She didn't read it, by her own admission, until after she got sick. I failed in the first effort 46 break through with her. I took 
the time for a long response to her non—response on the chance of getting through, and 
will not waste more time if she doesn't respond or is non—responsive. As I think the letter 
I sent you shows, my accusations were pretty specific. Lot one addressed, as I recall. So, 
I went after her again, on her "rePIY". I fear her emptional ills are too deep—rooted for any breakhtorugh. But if this has the effect of persuading her to get out and stay out 
it will, tragically, be a conspicuous success. You may, considering the magaificence of her work, be unwilling to consider it. But it is more than here now evil influence on 
the young, more than her at best unthinking intrusion into what she doesn't even try 
to understand. It is to immobilize her from such future stupidities. A battle ain't a war. 
There is much ahead, and getting rids of the internal liabilities is one of the more 
essential needs. I am certain that without havinq thought it through, this was one of my 
objectives. There is so much I'm into I just can t take time and think all these things 
through, as my writing must show. There is almost no work being done, and too much of that by me to make the work healthy. So, I have to break with those I've loved who can't be 
trusted. This situation is not unique with me. Even if I were wrong, which it is now clear I am not, that Gary and Jerry would ()ten consider doSng whatbthey did without talking to me, when they knew it was my work and they knew my fears, having gone into them at some length, means I have to off them from my life. And if possible the subject. Howard wrote Jerry what for him is an incredible and blistering letter, really tearing him uo Dar what &nit be better than ego—tripping, immaturity (Howard is 19!), irresponsibility, 
arrogance and dishonesty in personal relations. The astounding thing is that Howard didn't get Jerry's letter to me from me but from Jerry, was was smug and guilty as charged,else 
he'd never have written such a letter. And he independently hit Jerry on the same things 
I did. As I told Howard And as he independently told me in a massed exhcange, he has gotten an education from this. Of course, in all this I'm also fighting for him, his integrity, his future, and what he can in the future do in this work, handicapped by the 
need not to dominate him, which you detected. This is no simple matter, and with develop- 
ments I felt would burden you got more difficult. So, while it evades your legitimate criticism, in this case it has turned out right and I had nothing to lose and something to gain besides letting it blow and relieve a strained valve. 

Sometimes before but more often after the fact I do wonder about the vigor of my approaches. lireould take time to rewrite, they might-be-cooler.-I'm not really sure on this, which is, I think, a kind of confession of other sins, including stubbornness. You illtstration is a case in point, and it distresses me much. 1.4ary has one of the sharpest minds I've ever met. I am satisfied that while she can be cunning and exceedingly deceptive, with me she has been completely honest. She has had really serious trouble. She says she did send me a message months ago. That doesn't account for the months before nor failure to 
drop a card in response to several letters, nor to phone, as she did for an hour.,after getting that letter. She is financially burdened, but she could afford to call. this also troubled me much. She has only copies of some of my files, has for 8 months now. liary is pretty far right, husband Buck is a klinuteman. 0r was. Both were great to me in every way. I find it laird to understand that a mind like hers can hold such political views,much 
harder than Buckley. I guess it is sort of inheritance, the lingering Old South. 
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Increasingly I wonder if it is adequate to quote Al Smith and stand on the record. 
If it is true that I've turned on theose who couldn t be turned on any other way, T also 
wonder if with some I might have with a more-sedate-approach.(hs you note, it hasn t worked 
with ERIC, didn't with RFK or any other one I tried, and I began tha way with Marsnall.) 

I've had only one interview that went that way and then after all else failed. With 
Zapruder. 

And I guess it is not enough to say it is tin: Old Testament in me, for I should 
control what is in me. Your point is legitimate and I don t think I really know the answer, 
given the conditions and pressures of my work and,life, the context. A certain amount would 
have to be charged to anger, some to dismay, especially when confidence is so blatantly 
and deliberately breached by those of whom I've felt like I was their father. Since reading 
your comment, I have wondered, as driving I've had time to do, whether I was trying to be • 
fatherly and impress upon them what they'd never forget. 

Severe as you found this, I tell you it was less than I wanted to say, in content and 
in expression. In both case, above everything else, the judgement couldn t have been 
worse, the callous indifference to out feelings as well as our right more conspicuous, 
and again, both could have called. Jerry, in fact, was down and acted as though nothing 
had happened. That calls for vomiting, especially when he later called it "good conscience". 

Howard has since confirmed that he did not ask me to keep what he said in confidence 
and espite the embarrassment to himself, is in accord. He  is the one person who has gotten 
copies of everything, except where I deal with personal things with Nary, her family problems. 
I also asked him if Sylvia had sent her letter. here I disagree with your conclusion, 
not the statement of fact. That the information was "admittedly incomplete" does not mean 
that it was inaccurate and does not mean that it was inadequate. It was quite accurate, 
and it demanded that something be done immediately, and if there was special timing in all 
of this, it has thrown it off, as of now by more than a week. 

Digression during supper break: one unanticipated benefot of Sylvia's reaction is 
disclosure of espionage not previously reported, other materials. She shouldn't wan have 
known I have what she referred to. And it is-not covered in any documents I gave others 
for unique reasons but is in PAT last, newest part. 

Resumed. No* suppose there is significance in whin;dhever chief fink it is picking 
just the time EPK came as close as he could to endorsing McG. There had been 8 months, 
so if there may be no significance in decision at any time, there also can be significance 
in the selection of that time to the exclusion of earlier and later. With a possibility 
od timing significance, it was important for me to move fast. I an aware that the timing 
may be as irrelevant as it is conspicuous. Could I take a chance? I felt not. Could I 
have any influence when I could not afford to use the phone and a war council was schxedulod 
for just one week? Not by waiting. If it is not the kind of influence I hoped for, it seems' 
I did have some. Then there was the question how could I get more info? I could not expect 
Howard to be kept informed if, as he had already shown, he was reluctant under any cir-,  
cumstanoes and insisting upon conditions to protect his integrity. Such as out with all 
the ignorant and irresponsibles. This seemed immediately to be inconsistent with whatever 
might have been in Sylvia's mind in going after the CTIA, which she detests and has rfused 
to join or associate with, and Jerry, who hasn't even read WHITEWASH. Even after he had 
a purloined copy of Bwxkley's signature he couldn't spell the name, so you know how much 
reading he has done. I was aware that all this had been done behind ray back, including all 
the preparations for "briefing" Cyril. it was only the admission that my work had been 
stolen that impelled Howard to call me.'That outraged him. So,'I felt I had to do some- 
thing immediately, for it was then close to bedtime, and I did, immediately. 

I must have made a mistake and used Larry for Jerry. Larry is a good reporter in another 
city, Chicago. he would never do such a thing. 

I hppo this is enough to answer your question, would it have been better to wait. 
Among the other reasons I do not go into is that everybody was on warning, worried for 
the first time. In the interest of each, this was necessary. 

In speaking of Sylvia your pe ception is great. 'ou call her "uniquely lonely". Mary 
said she is the loneliest person she knows. Sylvia has designed it that way. You are also 
correct in the presumption she would not "despond positively". Could she without confessing 
all? All I had hoped to do was get her to face herslef and what she has been doing and why. 
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However, in refusing to confront, in making new and transparently false accusations, she has undercut herself as illness alone cannot explain, regardless of,its naturc:. 1  have sent no, one copies,of her letter. If she fails to send it to Howard, ;le 11 wonder why. 110.0000miow-- When he is again hereeill see it. Prom the copy of my response, he 11 have enough of an idea. I think the prospects of misdirecting him in the future are now gone. Whether or not he influences the others I really don't care. Wecht is disgusted with everybody and what eh'd not say were it so, by now himself. And I regard the disclosure of further dishonesty which I can pinpoint if it was net accidental, and that I can also pinpoint, is the most positive response possible, for I know I now must be alert to other dirty doins. Don't for a minute underestimate Sylvia's brilliance. That she has serious emotional problems that I think I am coming to understand better all the time does not diminish her intellectual capacity. She has a really fine mind. I think she compensates in many areas. I'll spare each of us the amateur shrinkery. 
When you get to the young, we're on the same beam. ht least for the most part. I think that while you are correct in most of them never, ever knowing real want, you omit a consideration that is also relevant *o your second graph on them,deLling with the nature of society. Our generation has problems of :ant, but these are tangibles, could be coped with. Today's young can't possibly cope with their problem, as I suspect kicCarthy's abandonment was a serious disillusionment for many of his loyals. And others not active. Speak for yourself, John, on what "we" wouldn't do. Our generation, perhaps, but as it is written, there is nothing new under the sun. Tolja I'm an Old Testamenter. Wait until I'm out there again!. Whift a confession I'll make, beginning with what was though to have been invented within the past three or four years, fighting ROTC!'In a way they have less courage because they are none of them alone. Our generation had to fight with nobody back to back, if that's the way they put it in aollywood. y and large you are right, the, accept with these two on the personal loyalty part. • Inihi eci.,se they just talked themselves into a different and imagine one not personal. To tfiem ehey twisted this into a loyalty to principle. Both fit your scheme, if part of the Establishment. The psychologist, howver, quit a nice post to work in a walk—in free clinic. The other wastes more money that we live on. he has a good research job in advertising and he is good at it, the only reason he hasn't been fired as insufferable. And I think you are right to think they theink there is no solution short of revolution, most of them. t is as much a falacy as expecting a McCarthy or a Mcovern to work miracles within the 'ystem. Even those who were talking of guerrilla warfare in ten years no longer are. There was a time when I thought it possible 
My earlier letters to EMK were simpler and shorter. All I can do now if ignore the reluctance of busy people to read when they have so much to read and hope that one sometimes reaches one who thinks. Meanwhile, if something does happen, there may also be someone who • remembers having read some of these. It is in attempting to comi.unicate with these poeple that our own irresponsibles have ruined us. You can be sure they've been briefed with all the wilder statements by ever—concerned St. Edgar. 

More, 



2 Jul 72 

Here I am again, bringing up the rear with odds and ends. Nothing much so don't 
bother with this if you're too busy. 

On the missing King/Ray early clippings: don't worry about it. We haven't laid 
hands on them yet but they may very well be around here somewhere, perhaps misfiled. 
(Oh yes, it happens!) If you come across them, stick them in an envelope when you have 
one ready to go; if we find them we'll let you know. They'll turn up when they turn 
up and worrying about it won't make that happen any sooner; just wasted energy. 

Your undated note mailed 21 Jun, on demo bugging, says, "Anything you see not 
attributed to Post (as in LATimes) or not seen in NYT, I'd appreciate." You have a 
dependable source for NYT on this and don't need copies from here? Until we're surer 
this is what you mean, seems safer to continue sending - so let us know. Yesterday 
Checked our friendly neighborhood newsstand; Time, Newsweek, U.S. News on quick 
skimming didn't seem to have anything we didn't already know, so didn't bother to buy. 

On clippings in general: It would save ybu time not to have to list clippings 
you already have, including NOSI, and it would save Us time not to have to check your 
lists in various letters and notes, to determine which to copy. I started keeping 
notes from your letters of the clippings you had, occasionally found you had clippings 
we had already sent (letters crossing in the mail), and sometimes when I was uncertain 
if I had listed everything, having to check your letters to be sure - all in all it 
seems easier to copy and send. You wouldn't have to list and we wouldn't have to check. 
We do appreciate your thoughtfulness, but at the moment anyway it seems simpler to us to 
just copy what we think you might want. 

Paragraph above has nothing to do with stories you want, and which we wouldn't 
know to watch out for unless you told us, so please continue to do that. I keep a list 
of those. One on that list is a story on Robert K. Brown you thought might be carried 
by NYT 16 Apr, a Sunday; on the chance there might have been a later story in the 
weekday editions watched for it but didn't see anything. 

That seems to be all I have for the moment, except for something I've just 
remembered, a remark in one of your letters about my pasting of clippings and how lucky 
J is to have someone to do it. Watch it, friend - there's a nasty little streak of 
male chauvinism there. Good heavens, my time's much too valuable for that! I just 
send it along to our zioli pasting department and he does it. We used to paste up 
everyting (it's almost 2 a.m., which accounts for the typing ans - see? - and 
spelling) - I'll start over. We used to paste up everything because it's so much 
easier to handle that way, but I can scarcely remember the time when that was possible. 
Now we only do the long stories we think we might want to refer to and which would be a 
nuisance to unfold and fold again, and the smaller clippings that might get lost, and 
things that need copying and have to go into more than one file and where a note on it 
isn't enough. 

As for typing, it must have been late when you wrote 6/7/72. Page 1, penultimate 
paragraph ends, and I quote: "Don't know who or which ate legut buts." After that you 
took a nap, and no wonder. Last paragraph says, "Don't ask me what I meant by 
'legat buts'." Never thought of asking. Perfectly clear on first reading. "Don't 
know who or which are legitimate nuts." You're welcome. 



3 July 1972 

Dear Hal: 

Thanks very much indeed for your note on my health 
situation. Your thoughts on anxiety coticide exactly with 
our own, and you correctly note that ordinary doctors are 
not equipped to understand the origins and workings of 
the various eallasx causes of what add up to medical anxiety. 

Before my doc arrived at his tentative conclusion 
about general fatigue, he did write a letter to my chief of 
bureau (who is a swine). The doc, at my request, did not 
tell me what he said in the letter, but it had some effect. 
The boss called me in and told me there'd be no more graveyard 
shift work and that I'd be taken out of the desk slot (night 
supervisor) which is a man-killer and put on less strenuous 
rewrite work. This suits me, and the escape from the pressure 
and stacked deck in the slot has been a great relief, and I 
feel much better. 	Naturally, the boss cannot admit that the 
slot is a man-killer, but at least he appears to have 
recognized that I'm getting a bit old for it. He's paranoid-
schizophrenic in my opintann and that of several others, so 
any give on his part represents real progress. In any case 
I suspect he doesn't want his bureau tainted by working a man 
within six months of retirement too hard. 

I do feel very much better and have had no 
recurrence of the pain. Neither the doc nor we think it's 
an ulcer, Jenifer having gone through one nearly 20 years ago 
while I was on the graveyard for a long stretch. 

In the meantime I gol back for a recheck this month 
and we'll see what he can discover then. I think you're right, 
fatigue caused by cumulative anxiety -- anxiety rooted mostly 
in the frustrations you mention, the piled up work with no time 
to do it. 	Jenifer's trouble is basically the same, we think. 
Explaining all this to an affluent doctor is not easy. He had 
no idea how a news agency operates, was aghast at the idea of 
a deadline every minute of the 24 hours instead of one or two 
or three a day, and at the idea of the graveyard shift. 

We both have Miltowns available and use them 
occasionally when we feel we need them. I tried Valium once 
and had a very adverse reaction -- would never try it again 
unless I were going to bed knowing I'd not have to get up. 

We're doing all right, feel better, and do thank you 
for your concern. 	Don't worry. We're doing our best to 
take things as they come and not let ourselves be bugged 
unproductively. 

hanks again. 

jdw 



3 JIlly 1972 

HW: 

Regarding your sugggstion that we get in touch with Hal 
and let him know that you've severed diplomatic relations 
with Gary and Larry P., we underhand howpou prefer not to write 
to him, now anyway. 

We shall try to do this, but with this stipulation: we have 
very little contact with him these days, and prefer to wait 
until it can be worked in with another of the calls that 
one side or the other occasionally makes. No sweat, glad 
to do it, but we don't want to make him think that is the only 
reason for calling him. I realize you may have in mind getting 
RIM word to him before Gary does, but that could be too late 
already. Anyway, we'll be ready at the first opening. 

In this connection, you mention that we might tell him 
you may be consulted during the discovery stage by Williams 
in some litigation. I assume this means Edward Bennet Williams 
and the Demo suit against the GOP buggers. If not,better fill 
us in. If so, good idea, I'm sure Hal would be interested. 

We share your idea that he may be out of things altogether, 
but for what season we don't know and are reluctant to speculate, 
except that any signs he shows all point toward a change of 
interests and concerns, mostly economic. Hers impressed that 
he's had his 40th birthday. 

We have no indication that you asked him to check Cuban names 
when the Demo bugging story broke. We do have a copy of your 
6/19 note to him asking about Hary Morgan, but no mention of 
Cubans. 	Hary is doing straight newscasting now in the afternoon. 

He never mentions his failure to look into the books in the 
kacific Avenue basement. 	I don't know how he feKs about that, 
but personally I would be extremely reluctant to approach any 
situation that involves Jonn Christian, even remotely and 
potentially. The basement owner could feel responsible to 
hristian, and to no one else. What then ? Beyond this, I 

can offer no further thoughts. The question perhaps is 
whether Hal feels he could accomplish anything even if he 
tried. We simply don't know, and our relationship with him 
is such that we rarely ask him anything first, but pursue 
topics which he himself initiates. He is remarkably close-
mouthed in some ways, so much so that from the beginning we 
have been careful to try never to semm like we're pressing 
him. 

Anyway, we'll give him your word at the first opportunity 
that comes along and let you know his reaction if any. 



3 July 1972 

Dear Hal: 

This will have to be, necessarily, a brief and 
inadequate reply to your firstclass mailings of June 24, 25, 
26 and 28. They have been accumulating all week, and I've 
only just got to reading them, having intentionally deferred 
it until I could read them all in one sitting and try to 
give you what reply I could. 

First let me dispose of a couple of details. We,  
have no recollection of encountering the name Smokey Cantor, 
but will watch for it. If it's important, better give us 
a bit more specific clue that the drug scene. 

The landmark department store around here is The 
Emporium on Market Street in San Francisco. The same firm 
owns Capwell's in Oakland, but they operate separately. 
Like Macy's (which came here after the war and absorbed 
another old-line department store, O'Connor-Moffat) The 
Emporium has expanded into the suburbs and to larger towns 
beyond the suburbs. But unlike Macy's, it's been here forever 
and is going strong while other old-line San Francisco stores 
Like The White House and City of Paris have been forced out 
of business. Everybody knom it. 

If you make the Jim Eason show, be sure to call us 
collect if necessary to let us know so we can tape it for you. 
We don't ordinarily listen to him. 

Thanks for advising of the Paul Kavanaugh paperback 
coming along, The Triumph of Evil. Sounds most interesting, 
and we'll try to find it. 

Before I forget it, I have a week of States-Items 
stacked up waiting to be clipped, but haven't been able to 
get to it. Hope to during the week, and will of course keep 
you covered. I believe Jenifer is telling you in a separate 
note that we've decided the safest thing to do it to cover 
yotully on this, and on the Demo bugging scene from the NY 
Times since your source of supply there could dry up on you 
at any time. It's just easier and cerlakainly safer. 

On your troubles with Gary, Larry P., Sylvia and 
Wecht, we've only met Gary and know the others not at all. 
From reading the correspondence from you to various of them, 
and to Howard, we are most of all impressed with the fully 
straightforward way you have dealt with Howard, seeking at 
every point to help him protect himself and never taking 
advantage of him in anyway. I'm sure he appreciates this. 
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At this distance, and in our necessarily incompletely 
informed state -- quite apart from whether we're competent 
to judge, which we aren't -- we can offer only impressions 
of the problems you present. They are no more than impressions. 

In the first place, we feel that you yourself, in the 
last of these letters you have sent, appear to be considering 
the idea that no matter what Wecht and Nichols do after they 
see the material from the Archives, your own work conceivably 
could benefit in the wake of what they say. We think this 
is something you have not mentioned previously. In actual 
fact it seems to me that if the administration is going to use 
this thing for political purposes, no one has any visible 
controlm over the situation and in the end it doesn't matter 
whether you worry about it or not. Your decision to go ahead 
and have PM ready to roll if an opportunity presents itself 
seems the sound and sensible thing to do. 

Once again, and I say this at the risk of offending 
when it's the last thing I wish to do, I must say that the 
vehemence of your reaction, as to Gary, Larry and Sylvia, 
seems unwise and unnecessarily risky. 	I quite understand 
how they have wounded you. I don't defend them, because I 
don't know enough to try. But I think you yourself cited 
two examples of taking almost irretrievable action on the basis 
of incomplete information. 	One was the case of Mary Ferrell, 
which wadi:lit too serious, but shows clearly how communicationd 
can breakdown without either party realizing why and how 
relying on third parties to maintain communications can lead 
to misunderstandings. 

The other is the business of Howard telling you over 
the phone what he was writing in confidence, and his neglecting 
to tell you on the phone that it was in confidence. You then 
wrote to Gary, Larry and Sylvia on the basis of admittedly 
incomplete information with results you know far better than I. 
Woulmdn't it have been simpler in the end to have asked them 
for an explanation, and then acted after they replied ? 
Particularly in the case of the two young men ? Sylvia is, 
I'm sure, another matter, and I too have the impression from 
listening to a couple of tapes of her that she is probably a 
uniquely lonely person. The impression was of listening to 
someone out in space, talking into a void from which she 
neither hoped nor expected any response. Quite unforgettable, 
and I'm inclined to share your suspicions of her health. In 
that case, is she likely to respond positively to the long 
letter you wrote her ? 	I'd be surprised if she did. 

There remains the general problem of what appears to be 
a lack of loyalty and constancy among most of the young people 
-- sooner or later -- with whom you have worked and whom you 
have helped so much. I am just as conscious of this as you 
are, although I have experienced it only in minor ways because' 
I have been exposed to it only in minor ways. 
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At the risk of being trite, I always go back to the 
fundamental differences between the generations these days 
and those of the past. There are two, mainly, as I see it. 

One is that this generation of youth has known nothing 
execpt material affluence. It waq,A1 around, even if it could 
not be individually enjoyed. They:gimply do not know what it 
means to wrest one's life from the' oil, to live in genuine 
poverty, from one day to the next, with nothing but one's own 
muscle to depend upon in the end. 

Mhe other is that none of them have known agything but a 
society which could be destroyed the next minute in a nuclear 
holocaust, a society that says one thing and does the opposite 
with relentless consistency, that rarely does anything good 
for the right reason and which in fact cannot admitwhat is 
patently right and patently wrong. 

The more subcioncious this disillusionment, the more 
traumatic it becomes, and in a general rejection of all the 
professed values of such a society they fail, as in the case 
of personal loyalty -- to themselves if not to others -- to 
realize that some values continue valid whether observed or 
not. 	Perhaps it may be only a matter of the weight assigned 
to different values, I don't know. But it appears, 
in my limited experience, unrealistic to expect them to return 
a book borrowed, keep appointxments on tilp, do what they 
say they'll do, and in general do the things we older ones 
think we are careful to do. I" a way I cannot blame them. 
They have been brought into a lousy world. But I feel 
they have not yet thought through what they must do as 
individuals to make it a better one. 	Certainly I give them 
full marks for courage, to do things and take stands we would 
not have dimmed of getting involved in at their age. This is 
not quite enough, however. A man has to live with himself 
as well as with others who also have problems, and until 
this is recognized these kids are not out of the woods. The 
lack of empathy, I think, is endemic in the society, not just 
among the kids. 	They may be right, some of them, in their 
offhand conclusion that there has to be a revolution. People 
seem incapable of getting behind sensible solutions. Has it not 
been ever so ? 

I'm well aware that I'm merely scratching the surface of 
a situation you know far better than I possibly can, but we do 
want you to feel that we are far from unmoved by what you have 
been describing, and that if we can find no meaningful comment 
to make we are at least being honest. For instance, I think 
that if EMK would take the trouble to wade through your letters 
held be in a much better position to steer a sensible course 
and live considerably longer. But I doubt if he will, and what 
more can I say ? 

Wish we could be of more help, and keep it coming. 

est, 

jdw 


